By Kakede Ka Nangula

Dear Comrade Editor of people’s News Paper Namibia Today. The purpose for asking space is to comment on Kazenambo Kazenambo’s political immature statements. I remember early this year, just before the 20th anniversary of Namibia’s independence, Kazenambo made a nasty tribal statement. In that statement, Kazenambo stated that, he did not want to see the next President being a person from an area where people speak Oshiwambo. A statement like that, should never had come from someone who is a member of the central Committee of the SWAPO Party.

Secondly, Kazenambo’s statement is incompatible with his status as a member of Parliament. Now of late, Kazenambo slammed President Pohamba, by again making the most inquisitive remarks by suggesting that the sinsical prostitution phenomenon should be legalized in Namibia.

In the first place, there was not supposed to be people selling their bodies in Namibia, but unfortunately, we have them. The government of Namibia is trying to do what it can, in order to eradicate the dangers of prostitution in Namibia.

Some people claim, that what leads people to sell their bodies is because of poverty. If it is because of poverty, the government is seriously looking into that situation to create jobs for people without means of job opportunities. So honorable Kazenambo wants to encourage our young girls to sell their bodies on streets. No person with political and social understanding would ever think of legalizing the prostitution in any given country.

Apparantly Kazenambo does not even know there are dangerous diseases such as HIV/AIDS and other transmissible diseases.

The statement of Kazenambo also double-crossed members of our Christian society who would not want to hear a word prostitution or of people selling their bodies let alone having somebody wanting government to legalise such sinical activities.

Kazenambo is also challenging leaders of WAD, who are still fighting prostitution tooth and nail.

Finally, is Kazenambo fit to hold a public office?

By: Concerned Patriot

HIDIPO REUNITES WITH COMRADES IN PUPPETRY

Comes Back Home Sweet Home!

Having failed to take over the reigns of SWAPO by doing away with Sam Nujoma, RDP President Hidipo Hamutenya has finally joined forces with his natural ally in the Republican Party, the puppet of the former South African colonial government, in a desperate attempt to try and unseat Swapo.

That the RP has joined the RDP to form one party is a mere technicallity: the crux of the matter is that the two sides of the neo-colonial coin have melted together in the open and officially at long ‘40 years’ last. It is no wonder that during the process of the opposition parties challenging the outcome of the November Presidential and Parliamentary elections, the RDP and the RP have been the staunchest of allies and stuck together to the very end until they finally melted into one.

To understand how the RDP, in other words Hidipo, and the RP, in other words Dirk Mudge belong together as tools of foreign imperialist forces to head a neo-Namibia that is remote controlled from outside, one must look back at history.

Before independence, Dirk Mudge was the kinpin in the formation of the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA) by the South African government. The aim was to have the DTA rule a nominally independent Namibia taking orders from South Africa. In order to reach that objective the DTA was to prevent a Swapo take-over of the country at the ballot box. To that end the South African colonial government pumped in millions of Rand in slash funds to the DTA.

In exile, Hidipo waged a 40 year campaign on orders and guidance from his western masters to unseat Sam Nujoma and become to President of Swapo. This campaign was a bloody one in which thousands of Swapo freedom fighters lost their lives in a secret war waged from within.

This campaign had a two-pronged objective: to destroy the liberation struggle from within by eliminating its populace leaders and military—take over the reigns of Swapo and lead it into a neo-colonial government that would take orders from western capitals. The hiding in Swapo colours came to an end when Sam Nujoma chased Hidipo out as Minister of Foreign Affairs at a time he threatened to take over the Swapo presidency at the 2004 Swapo Congress. Hidipo used his natural intelligence to his political advantage as Minister of Foreign Affairs at a time he threatened to take over the Swapo presidency at the 2004 Swapo Congress. Hidipo used his natural intelligence to his political advantage.
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